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Risk notice:  
CFDs, Forex, Futures and equities are subject to price fluctuations. Financial securities with leverage hold a particular risk in the 

sense that using leverage can cause losses greater then the value of the account. 
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Launching TWS and binding to NanoTrader 

To trade equities with WHS you need 
two different platforms. Download 
them here: 
TWS, NanoTrader 
Once both platforms are installed: 
First launch TWS (Trader 
Workstation), log in and minimize the 
window. 
TWS has to run in the background in order to 
receive the quotes and order information for 
NanoTrader. 

The second step is to open 
NanoTrader  using the 
PLTFXXXX- username first and 
then the account login 
credentials. 

All enabled folders* will be shown in 
the WorkSpaceBar under „Multi-
asset“ and “Tradable securities” with 
the “+” sign.  

Go to the tab „Multi-
asset“  and check the 
box Activate Multi-asset. 
Next you will see a list of 
preconfigured folders 
and charts. Confirm OK. 
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When NanoTrader is 
launched, go to Extras > 
Data Sources 

*The folders are named after the according index with a selection of the most significant stocks for each index. In case you have not yet subscribed to the live quotes of 
the exchange, the chart data will be shown with a 20-minute delay. 
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Click on this symbol to watch a video 
on the login-procedure 

https://www.clientam.com/en/index.php?f=16040&ns=T&conf=am&wbid=SelfInvest
http://www.fipertec.de/NanoTrader/WHS_NanoTrader_install_all.exe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_g9FSKizD9A&index=3&list=PL9CMrtnBZn4LkA_LHcjZnvfOWQxHP67it


Managing folders / Opening charts 1/3 

Next you will see in the Workspacebar under “Tradable 
securities ” all enabled folders. 
In this example on the leftside, one of the activated folders is 
DAX30 (IBIS), which includes a subscription for the real-time 
data from Xetra for DAX30. ** 
Please also read chapter “Subscribing to market data“. 

Open the 
Workspacebar, to 
Accounts, Multi-
asset and do a 
right click on 
Tradable 
securities. 
Select Manage 
folders. 

Select the folder you wish to «see» or «hide» 
in the Workspacebar. Confirm by using the 
button Enable folder of Disable folder. 

4 *Delayed data from TWS version 963,1. are included in NanoTrader. In case of further questions, please contact the WH Selfinvest customer service   
** Important: If you have access to a Live subscription for quotes, it is important to lock the folder with the name for the free data. This is to prevent conflicts when loading chart 
data. 



As soon as you open a chart that is not free of 
charge or delayed, the chart will remain empty and a 
pop-up message will be shown like the one on the 
right. 

Managing folders / Opening charts 2/3 
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When you open a folder, a list of preconfigured studies 
(charts) or previously set studies is shown. 
If you already have a subscription on the exchange, you can 
open a chart with a double-click with the Live data and 
historical data.* 

If you open a delayed chart**, a pop-up will show the 
following message in the chart. Starting with the next 
incoming live tick a chart will be built. 

*Important: If you have access to a Live subscription for quotes, it is important to lock the folder with the name for the free data. This to prevent conflicts when loading chart data.  
** 20 minutes delayed data from TWS version 963,1. are included in NanoTrader. In case of further questions, please contact the WH Selfinvest customer service. 
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In some cases you will find two different 
preconfigured folders for the same 
index. This can be the case for in 
particular indices for which their stocks 
are traded on Xetra as well as on a 
Swiss exchange. 
Make sure to only have one folder open 
at the same time. 
The folder with Live subscription carries 
the name of the exchange e.g.DAX30 
(IBIS). 
The folder with delayed quotes does 
not have a reference to the exchange. 

In the list Tradable securities there 
can only be 1 folder per index active 
at the same time. 

Managing folders / Opening charts 3/3 



Adding folders / Adding equities 1/4 

To change the appearance of a preconfigured folder or chart, right-click 
inside the Workspacebar on Tradable securities and next Add folder. 

A dialog window will open and the name of the 
new folder can be entered under « Tradable 
Securities ». Once this is done, the new folder 
can be found in the same list of folders as 
explained before. 

New equities can be added to the folder by 
doing right-click and Add security. 
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As explained below, please click on« Add an instrument » to add an 
instrument to an existing folder or right-click to add it to a new folder. 
Confirm by clicking Add security. 

A dialog-window named „Symbol Details“ will open.  
1) Under „Screen-name“ you can enter a name for the instrument, for 
example « Software AG ». 

2) Under „Symbol-Specifications“ the so-called „Contract ID“ (Conid) must 
be entered. (If you don’t know the Conid, you can always retrieve it via 
Contract rearch. See chapter Finding contract information “.) 

Adding folders / Adding equities 2/4 

3) In the field « Type* » chose STK for Stocks. 

* For other Instruments, other values need to be entered. e.g. for Certificates: 
• Cash = Cash Indices 
• CFD = CFD 
• FUT = Futures 
• IOPT = Certificates 
• IND = Indices 
• OPT = Options 
• STK = Stocks  
• WAR = Warrants 

After having filled out the three fields, click on Check validity to find the 
exchange/market of that instrument. 
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After having checked the validity, an window will open asking 
to select an instrument.  
If you have a Live data subscription, choose for the main 
exchange e.g. IBIS for Software AG.  
No subscription?Just choose SMART and click OK. 

* Examples of exchanges are IBIS = Frankfurter Xetra, Nasdaq = Island, FWB = Certificates Frankfurt, SWB = CertificatesStuttgart (Euwax) 

After this selection, the data under „Symbol-Details“ shall update.  

An example of how the order ticket selects 
SMART as exchange. 
SMART assures that your order is being routed 
to the exchange offering the best quote at that 
particular moment.  
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Adding folders / Adding equities 3/4 
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Adding folders / Adding equities 4/4 

If you add a symbol that is already available under 
the Tradable Securities, an error message will pop 
up. 

Check via New chart and in the window „Select strategy“ if the 
instrument is already inside the „Multi-asset“ structure. Enter a 
keyword in the search pane. 
If the instrument is already available, it cannot be added a second 
time. 



Looking up contract information – Equities 1/2  

On the website of WH SelfInvest or in NanoTrader’s Portal you can 
look up product information.  
The page will show you all details on the different stocks, warrants, 
options, certificates etc. …  
Most important for the visulisation of chart is the Contract-ID or so-
called conid. 

Several different tabs can be selected. 
Click for example on Stocks. In the description/Name, just 
enter the name of the stock en click Search. 
It is not necessary to fill out all the fields. 

Click on Detail to so more concrete information. 
Columns 4 and 5 show more specific information on 
the exchange and the type instrument. 11 



The following page will open when clicking 
on Details. 
Most important is the Contract-ID (Conid) 
as this number is the reference for many 
operations inside NanoTrader. Here for 
example 12178242, the number we can 
use to add the contract. 

Looking up contract information – Equities 2/2  

How to add a contract via it’s Conid, is 
explained in the chapter „Adding folders / 
Adding equities“.  
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Looking up contract information– Certificates 1/2  

Using the WKN the contract can be tracked via 
« Search Product » in NanoTrader. On the 
search page, choose the catagory Structured 
Products.  
As Symbol enter the WKN of the certificate and 
click Search. 

Just enter the data you know about the certificate you are looking for and 
click Search. The first column of the list shows the WKN. 
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To look up the Conid of certificates we advise to have a 
look on the website of the exchange on which the 
certificate is listed. 
For example the certificate DAX Performance Index 
listed on the Stuttgart exchange. Their Knock-Out-
Finder is ideal for this kind of searches. 
(www.boerse-stuttgart.de) 

http://www.boerse-stuttgart.de/


Looking up contract information– Certificates 2/2  

After having clicked on Details a 
page will open, showing all of 
the most relevant information 
and details on the instrument. 
Under Contract Identifier, you 
find the contract’s unique conid, 
« 255914532 ». 
The conid will be used as 
reference to add the instrument 
to your NanoTrader. 

How to add an instrument using 
the conid, is explained in the 
chapter „Adding folders / Adding 
equities“.  
“.  
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Subscribing to market data 1/3 

Open the Account Manager and choose 
Manage Account. Then go to Trade 
Configuration and to Market Data. 

Via a mouse-over you 
see extra information 
on the different 
available data 
packages. Select the 
desired package and 
click Continue to 
proceed. Some more 
windows will follow 
before finally 
subscribing. 

* Please mind that WHS has put a default set of permissions for the different types of instruments available on your account. If you wish to change or add permissions, go 
to the menu « Permissions » and make the desired changes. 
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A new pagine with« geographical“ structure is opened to enable 
subscription to the different marketdata. 
click on a tab, e.g. North-America. 



Subscribing to market data 2/3 

Once validated, the new data will be 
available immidiately. The relevant fees 
will be charged automatically on the 
trading account on a monthly basis. 

Fees are debited each month 
and are charged retroactively on 
the subscriptions during the 
previous month. 
All charges are list in a 
transparent way in the account 
statements. 
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Other possibilities are 
AMEX, NYSE or 
NASDAQ. These ones 
do not offer any 
discounts. 

Subscribing to market data 3/3 – example 

US-Markt 

EU-Markt 
For European equity, warrants and 
turbo’s the following choices are 
available. 
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One of the most interesting subscriptions is the US 
Value Bundle.  
This one includes all US exchanges with Level I data 
(Best BID/Best Ask). This for only 10 USD which are 
reimboursed if you reach to 30 USD commissions 
during the same month. 



Consulting a Live account 

By doing a rightclick on the equitybar you get a text-menu.  
                                            Here you can toggle between cash values of your account or the Equity with 
Loan Value. 
(These correspond with the data in the account window inside TWS)  

* If a contract is included inside TWS and not added to the NanoTrader, than you will recieve a message while opening the NanoTrader. The message includes the 
Conid to simplify its addition to the NanoTrader. 
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Your account can be acceced in a variety of ways 
inside NanoTrader. For example via « Accounts » or 
via Multi-Asset in the Workspacebar. Just bear in 
mind that the account number itself will not be shown, 
only « Multi-asset ». 

In the accountbar you see for every individual market position the open 
profit/loss and if the instrument on which the position is held is available in 
the Workspacebar.* 
De short overview in the footer of the account is a general overview of the 
accounts situation. This information is received directly from the main 
interface and represents the sum of all open positions, regardless if the 
instrument(s) is available in the Workspacebar or not. 
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